
**Consultation 75. Acne
Treatment (Face or Chest) 65.

Acne Treatment (Back) 85. 
Combine Consultation with

your first treatment 125.
Your first set of products (5-7
products) will cost around 175

and last 8-10 weeks depending
on product usage timetable.

Clear skin starts with a consultation.
schedule now

Achieve clear skin once and for all with a holistic,
customized acne-clearing program.

 I have more time to spend with you, allowing time to listen
carefully to your concerns and provide guidance and education.
I touch, feel and analyze your skin each time you come in.
I will coach you through every step of the process of getting
your skin clear.

"Why should I choose a certified acne specialist
to treat my acne?"

*Results will vary. With the right treatments, the right products, and a commitment from you to follow 
recommended lifestyle and diet changes, Face Reality Acne Program has a 90% acne clearance rate.

Did you know? Most Estheticians that specialize in acne do so because of 
their own personal struggles and experiences with acne.  

Am I ready to start ? What will I need to do?  
The Face Reality Acne Program will require an investment of your time and
money. Before you schedule your Acne Consultation appointment, you should be
ready to:

Purchase recommended Face Reality products.**
Come in every 2 weeks for acne treatments. At these visits, we will also
make home care adjustments (to strength and frequency) until we see
consistent clearing of your skin.**
Complete your home care regimen twice a day

It doesn't matter what type of acne you're struggling with, this
program is proven to help you achieve clear, healthy skin
without the harsh side effects of prescription medications.*

I am passionate about helping my clients obtain clear skin once
and for all. During the process of clearing your skin, I will be here
to answer your questions, encourage you, and provide you with all
the tools you'll need to succeed. 

Joni Gibson
Licensed Esthetician

Certified Acne Specialist
@ Radiant Skin and Body

Commit to making lifestyle adjustments - including
foods, medications, cosmetics, lifestyle, and pore-
clogging ingredients in skin and hair products.

The exact length of time will vary. In general, it takes up to 90 days for acne to
form. During the program, the quantity and severity of your acne will decrease.

"How long will it take for my skin to to get clear?"

You will see visible improvements in your skin within 60 days. It typically takes
about 3 to 4 months to get you mostly to completely clear. The time it takes to
get clear depends on how compliant you are with the program, your particular

acne type, and how frequently you come in for treatments.

The products you'll be using will prevent new acne lesions from forming. Your
existing acne will be extracted during your in-office treatments.

How does the program work?
Face Reality Acne Program treats Acne, Acne Rosacea, and Hyper-
pigmentation with a combination of in-office treatments and managed
home care with custom-formulated products.  

You will also receive a lot of helpful information about other aggravating
factors that make you break out -- foods, medications, cosmetics, stress,
and pore-clogging ingredients in skin and body care (even professional and
prescription products). 

I will give you honest, straightforward answers
I will communicate with you so you are never left to figure it out on
your own.

www.radiantskinandbody.com

https://pocketsuite.io/book/radiantskinandbody/items/face-reality-acne-program

